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Abstract 
In this paper we study the asymptotic stability of the solution of the following delay integral equation of Volterra type: 
Y(X) = $(O) + a 
J’ 
‘(ao+al(x-s))y(s)ds+(l -a) J ’ (ao + al(x - s))y(s - r)ds, 
y(x)=l+b(x), -:l<x<o, 
0 
where r>O is constant and 0 < IX < 1. Stability criteria are provided for certain Cos and the parameters ao, al and r. 
The aim of this study is to understand the effect of the delay on the asymptotic stability of the solution of Volterra 
integral equations. As such the parameters LX and 1 - CI appear with the same kernel in both integrals of the equation. 
We also provide four algorithmic stability tests and include several examples and stability regions for certain values of 
the parameters GL, ao, al and r. 
Keywords: Stability criteria; Asymptotic stability; Delay; Characteristic functions; Stability regions 
AMS classzjication: 45E99; 34D99 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to study the asymptotic stability of the solution of the following &lay 
integral equation of Volterra type: 
Y(x)=$(o)+~ J'(ao+al(x-s))y(s)ds+(l -c$a,,+a,(x-s))y( -r)ds, (l.la) 
y(x)=$(x), -L<O, (l.lb) 
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where r > 0 is constant and 0 < CI d 1. If tl = 1, ( 1. la) has no delay, while a = 0 corresponds to 
pure delay. By studying the asymptotic stability of the solutions of ( 1.1) for different values of ct, 
we will learn more about the effect of the delay on the solution. For example, if 0 d a < i, the term 
with delay carries more weight, while the opposite holds for i <IX d 1. 
By differentiating (1. la) twice, it is readily seen that the solution of ( 1.1) satisfies the second-order 
delay differential equation: 
y”(X) = aaoy’(x) + cm, y(x) + (1 - a)aoy’(x - r) + (1 - a)a, y(x - z), (1.2a) 
y(x) = $(x>, --z dx<O, 
y’(x) = l)‘(x), --z d x < 0. 
We note that solutions of (1.2) are 
(1.2b) 
(1.2c) 
not necessarily solutions of ( 1.1). 
The main impetus for studying Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) has come from control theory, mathematical 
biology, transportation problems, and other fields (see, e.g., [2-4, 10, 11, 141). For general study of 
delay differential equations, see [6-91. The case al = 0 in Eq. (l.la) yields an equivalent first-order 
delay differential equation 
y’(x) = aaoy(x) + (1 - a)aoy(x 
y(0) = lj(x), --z <x-Co. 
In this case, we have the following 
- T>> x>o, (1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
result. 
Theorem 1.1. All the solutions of (1.3) are asymptotically stable if and only if (l/r)~(cr) < a0 < 0, 
where 
e(a) = 
{ 
( rr-cos-'(a/(1-r)) - Ji=zi > ifO<a<~, 
-cc if$QX<l. 
(1.4) 
See [9, Theorem 1.11. We will provide a different proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 4 than that 
given in [9]. It is interesting to notice that 
Theorem 1.2. Assume al = 0 in equation (1.2a). Then for all 0 6 cc < 1, the solutions of ( 1.2) are 
not asymptotically stable. 
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we present the background of the 
study of asymptotic stability. In Section 3, we state the results and present four algorithmic stability 
tests and in Sections 4 and 5, we give the proofs of the results. We also provide figures of stability 
regions and examples of Eq. (1.1) to test asymptotic stability using the algorithmic stability tests, 
we end the paper with some concluding remarks. 
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2. Background 
In this section, we state the characteristic function of ( 1. la) and ( 1. lb) in order to study the 
asymptotic stability of the zero solutions of (1 .l). We also quote the main results of Pontryagin 
related to the asymptotic stability [ 121 and the applications of Pontryagin’s results [ 1, Sections 
13.7-13.91. 
Using the Laplace transform, see [l], one obtains 
Y(s) = 
ers(s2 + (1 - a>Y(s)(aos + al>> 
ers(s2 - a(a,s + al >) - (1 - a)(aos + al )’ (2.1) 
where Y(s) is the Laplace transform of y(x) and Y(s) is the Laplace transform of $(x). Since $ 
has a compact support, Y is entire. Thus, the singularities of Y are the zeros of 
ers(s2 - a(u@s+al)) - (1 - a)(u@s+ur). (2.2) 
Letting s = z/z, we examine the zeros 
II(z)=72[ez((~J-cuz0(~) - 
or 
(2.3) 
H(z) = ez(z2 - aboz - ab, ) - (1 - a)(boz + bi ), 
where 
bo = aor, b, = a,~*. 
These substitutions render a simpler analysis. H(z) is the characteristic function of (1.1). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Theorem 2.1. In order that all solutions of (1.1) approach zero us t + CO it is necessary and 
sufficient that all zeros of (2.4) have negative real parts. 
See [I]. The function (2.4) is a special function, usually called an exponential polynomial or 
quasi-polynomial. The problem of analyzing the distribution, in the complex plane, of the zeros of 
such functions has received a great deal of attention. We will quote these results, but first we define 
Definition 2.1. Let h(z, w) be a polynomial in the two variables z and w (with complex coefficients), 
h(z, w) = c amnzmwn, (112, n nonnegative integers). 
m,n 
We call the term a,z’ws the principal term of h(z, w) if urs # 0, and for each term u,,z”‘w” with 
a,,,,, # 0, we have Y 2 m and s > n. 
We note that 
H(z) = h(z, e’) where h(z, w) = w(z’ - clboz - ab, ) - (1 - a)(boz + bl ). (2.6) 
It is clear from Definition 2.1 that h(z, w) of (2.6) has principal term z2w. We now cite two theorems 
of Pontryagin. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let H(z)=h(z, e”), where h(z, w) is a polynomial with a principal term. The function 
H(iy) is now separated into real and imaginary parts; that is, we set H(iy) = F(y)+ iG(y). If 
all the zeros of the function H(z) lie in the open left half plane, then zeros of the functions F(y) 
and G(y) are real, interlacing, and 
WY) = G’(Y)F(Y) - G(Y)F’(Y)>O (2.7) 
for all real y. Moreover, in order that all the zeros of the function H(z) lie in the open left half 
plane, it is suficient that one of the following conditions be satisjied 
(4 
@I 
(cl 
All the zeros of the functions F(y) and G(y) are real and interlace, and the inequality (2.7) 
is satisfied for at least one value of y. 
All the zeros of the function F(y) are real and for each zero y= y. condition (2.7) is satisfied; 
that is, F’( yo)G( yo) < 0. 
All the zeros of the function G(y) are real and for each of these zeros the inequality (2.7) is 
satisfied, that is, 
G’(Yo )F(Yo) > 0. (2.8) 
In our case, we have 
H(iy) = eiy((iy)2 - abo(iy) - ab,) - (1 - cr)(boiy + bl) 
=(cosy+isiny)(-y2 - clboiy - ab,) - (1 - a)(boiy+bl) 
= -[(y2cosy+clbl(cosy+(1 - a)b, - clboysiny) 
+iy2siny+aboycosy+ablsiny+(1 - tx)b,y]. 
Resealing F and G by (- 1) we define 
F(y)= y2cosy+(1 - tx+acosy)b, - clboysiny, (2.9) 
G(y)= y*siny+ab* siny+(l - a+acosy)boy. (2.10) 
In order to study the location of the zeros of H(z) one has to study the zeros of F and G. To do 
so, we need the following results, but first we let f (z, u, v) be a polynomial in z, u, and v, which 
we write in the form 
f (z, u, v) = c zm#$%, v), (2.11) 
m,n 
where qS,“)(u,v) is a polynomial of degree n, homogeneous in u and v, and let z’@)(u,v) be the 
principal term of f (z, u, v), and let 4*(“)(u, v) denote the coefficient of z’ in f (z, u, v), so that 
4*‘“‘(U, 0) = c C@)(u, 0). 
n<s 
Also we let 
Q*@)(t) = c$*(“)( cos z, sin z). 
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Theorem 2.3. Let f( z, u, v) be a polynomial with principal term zr@)(u,v). If E is such that 
@*(s)(~ + iy) does not take the value zero for all real y, then in the strip -27ck + E d x < 2nk + E, 
z=x + iy, the function F(z)= f (z, cosz, sinz) will have, for all sufficiently large values of k, exactly 
4sk + r zeros. Thus, in order for the function F(z) to have only real roots, it is necessary and 
sujicient that in the interimship -2nk + E <x < 27tk + E it have exactly 4sk + n real roots starting 
with sufJiciently large k. 
Note that the functions F(y) and G(y) in (2.9) and (2.10) have principal terms y* cos y and 
Y2 sinz, respectively. We will use Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 to study 
In the next section we will present the main results of this paper. 
3. Asymptotic stability for (1 .I) 
the asymptotic stability of (1.1). 
In this section we state necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the zero 
solution of (1.1). The precise form of these conditions depends on functions derived from F(y) 
and G(y) given in (2.9) and (2.10). First, however, we state the result for the extreme cases - 
c( = 1 (nondelay) and a = 0 (pure delay). The criterion for a = 1 follows immediately from the 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion [ 11. 
Theorem 3.1. For a = 1, the zero solution of (1 .l ) is asymptotically stable zf and only if b,, < 0 
and b, ~0. 
Theorem 3.2. Let a = 0. The zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable if and only if -in <b,, 
-=z 0 and -p cos p <b, < 0 when p is the unique solution of the equation sin y = -ho/y (equivalently, 
csc y = -y/b,) in the interval (0, in). 
See Fig. 1 for a sketch of the region of stability given by Theorem 3.2. The next collection of 
theorems present boundary cases where the boundaries are based on b0 or bl being 0. 
Theorem 3.3. Let 0 d c( < 1. If b, = 0, then the zero solution in (1.1) is asymptotically stable if 
and only if’ ~(a) -C b0 -C 0 where 
e(a) = I -( 
x-cm-'(x/(1-2)) 
Ji=zi > 
zj- o&K<;, 
-cc if i<a<l. 
For the stability region given by Theorem 3.3 see Fig. 2. Theorem 3.3 is Theorem 1.1 restated for 
the parameters b 0, b,. We stress that Theorem 3.3 applies to the delay integral equation (1.1). For the 
delay differential equation (1.2), there are more solutions (particularly nonzero constant functions), 
and as such asymptotic stability fails when b, = 0. 
Theorem 3.4. Let 0 < a < 1 and b0 = 0. The zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable iJ‘ and 
only if i <a -C 1 and -(n + 1)2rr2 <b, < -(n2X2)/(2a - 1) for some odd positive integer n. 
See Example 3.7 in [5]. 
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Fig. 1. 
See Fig. 3 for the stability region for Theorem 3.4. An interesting interpretation of Theorem 3.4 is 
as follows. In the nondelay case a= 1, bo=O and bl <O yield sine and cosine terms without the expo- 
nential growth or decay factors (a nonasymptotically stable case). For some c( and certain b1 ‘s the de- 
lay provides a stabilizing effect. We will provide a different proof in Section 4 than that given in [5]. 
The next result gives cases when the zero solution of (1 .l) is not asymptotically stable. 
Theorem 3.5. If 0 < cc d i and bo > 0 or bl > 0, then the zero solution of ( 1 .l ) and ( 1.2) is not 
asymptotically stable. If j c a < 1 and bl> 0 or both bo > 0 and cxbl + bo 2 0, then the zero solution 
of (1.1) and (1.2) is not asymptotically stable. 
Now we develop auxiliary functions when bob1 # 0. These functions are obtained by rewriting the 
equations G(y) = 0 and F(y) = 0 when F( y ) and G(y) are given in (3.9) and (3. lo), respectively. 
We define 
w(y) = (1 - a)cscy+acot y, (3.1) 
(3.2) 
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-6-- 
-8-- 
-lO-- 
X 
Fig. 2. 
and 
1 
i(v) = -hJ&oty+ FY. 
I I 
(3.3) 
The function w changes drastically at c( = i. Figs. 4, 7 and 10 show typical sketches of w with 
O<cc<i, x= i, and i<xx<l. 
Theorems 3.6, 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 below yield “zero configurations” of the function G that are 
necessary conditions for asymptotic stability of the zero solution of (1.1). 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that 0 <a < i, b0 ~0, and b, ~0. If the zero solution of (1.1) is asymptot- 
ically stable, then 5 = w has exactly two solutions in each of the intervals (2nq (2n + 1)x) (n = 0, 
1,. . .) and this constitutes all solutions of 5 = o in (0, w). We call these solutions pI, p2,. . . . In 
this case, G has all real and distinct roots, 0, fp,, fpz,. . . . 
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Fig. 3. 
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that CI = i, bo ~0, and bl ~0. If the zero solution is asymptotically 
stable, then 0 < &&CZ and 5 = w has precisely one solution in each interval (2mc,(2n + 1)n) 
(n =O, 1,. . .) and these constitute all solutions of c=w in (0,~). We call these solutions pI, p3,. . . . 
The roots of G are all real and distinct: 0, kn, f31c,. .., +p,, fp3,. . . . 
We need the following two results for the next criteria for the zero solution being asymptotically 
stable. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that i < CI < 1, bo <O, and bl <O. Then t = cu has exactly one solution 
in (mc,(n + 1)~) (n = 0, 1,. . .). We call these roots pl, p2,. . . . Then G has all real roots 0, fp,, 
fp,,... . 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose i < a < 1, bo > 0, b, < 0, and abl + bo < 0. Then (0,~) contain an even num- 
ber of roots of < = co, and for n = 1,2,. . . , (nq (n + 1)~) contain an odd number of roots of 5 = w. 
Furthermore, if the zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable, then: 
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Using Theorem 3.14 we derive the Algorithmic Stability Test I for this case, i.e. i <a < 1, b0 ~0, 
and b, ~0. 
Algorithmic Stability Test I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Let k = 1. 
Find pk E ((k - 1)x, kx) (solution of 5 = w). 
Check if [( pk) < ((pk), then conclude nonasymptotic stability occur. 
Otherwise [(pk)>&), check if pk<(k - 1)7c+ ire, k 2 1 +(vm)/rt and 
-;(Pk+rr)cotpk>-$ - F+b 
1 0 I 0 
pkt;;'+2nj. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
If not take k = k + 2 and go to step step 2. 
If yes take k = 2. 
Find pk E ((k - 1 )n, kn) (solution of 4 = w). 
Check if [(pk) < t(pk), then conclude nonasymptotic stability occur. 
Otherwise [(pk)>t(pk), check if pk <(k - 1)x+ in, k 2 1+ (v-)/x, and 
+k+~)cotpk+ F+b 
I I 0 
pkc;;'+2nj. 
10. If not take k = k + 2 and go to step step 7. 
11. If yes, conclude asymptotic stability occur. 
Theorem 3.15. Suppose that CI = i, d’< 7c, b. < 0, and bl <O. If n 2 1 + (vm) /x, 
i(Prl)>5(Pn), (n - l)~<Pn<(n - 1)x+ $, 
and 
then, i(Pn+2j)>t(Pn+2j), j= I,&... . 
Using Theorem 3.15 we derive the Algorithmic Stability Test II for this case, i.e. c1 = i, 
vw<rc, b,<O, and bl ~0. 
Algorithmic Stability Test II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Let k= 1. 
Find pk E ((k - 1 )TC, kn) (solution of c = w). 
Check if <(pk) < <(pk), then conclude nonasymptotic stability occur. 
Otherwise [( pk ) > t( pk ), check if pk < (k - 1 )n: + $rc, k 2 1 + (v-)/n: and 
-~(Pk+rr)cotpk>-~-~+2b pkc;k+2nj. 
0 I 0 
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rf 
p>TZTC+ $T, (3.6) 
plc~cpl(plc~w - 2) <_’ ab1 
b, bo bo 
and 
(p+2x)cotp 1 x6, 
b, 
<----, 
bo bo 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
then [(p’) < - f$ < t( p’). In addition, [ < < jbr all roots of [ - u in 
(nx, (n + 1)x), ((n + 2)7c, (n +3)x), ((n +4)7c, (n +5)x), . . . . 
Using Theorem 3.17 we derive the Algorithmic Stability Test IV for this case, i.e. i < CI < 1, bo > 0, 
and b, < 0. 
Algorithmic Stability Test IV 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
k= 1. 
Solve r = w in (0, n). If there are no roots, let k = k + 1 and go to step 5. If there is one root, 
then conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
If there are two solutions pI, p2 of 5 = w in (0, n), if [(pl ) < <(PI ), or i(p2) 3 5(p~) then 
conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
Otherwise, let k = k + 1 and go to step 8. 
Solve 5 = w in ((k - 1)x, kn). If there are three roots p <q <r , if i(p) > t(p), or l(q) d c(q), 
or c(r) > (r) then conclude asymptotic stability fails, otherwise, go to step 8. If there are two 
roots then conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
If 5 = w has one root p in ((k - 1 )n, kx), 
(1 - u)bo + 
k-l> 
(1 - a)‘b; - 4ab, 
2n 
or c(p) 3 c(p), then conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
Otherwise k = k + 1, go to step 5. 
Let m=k+ 1. 
Solve < = w in ((HZ - 1)qmx). Let p be the solution. 
Check if c(p) > s(p), then conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
Otherwise check if 
p>(m - 1)7c+ ix, 
PICSC PI(PICSC PI - 2) < abl 1 
b, bo bo 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
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_(p+2QcotP 1 rxb, 
b, 
<----, 
bo bo 
go to step 13. 
Otherwise, m = m + 2 go to step 9. 
Let m=k+2. 
Solve 5 = w in ((m - l)rc,mx). Let p be the solution. 
Check if c(p) 3 t(p), then conclude asymptotic stability fails. 
Otherwise check if 
p>(m - l)rc+ :Tc, 
plcsc PKPlcsc PI - 2) < _i Ebl 
b1 bo bo 
and 
_(p+2n)cotp 1 cxb, 
b, <-b--* 0 bo 
Otherwise, m = m + 2 go to step 13. 
Conclude asymptotic stability occur. 
Several examples of equation ( 1.1) were tested for zero asymptotic stability using the Algorithmic 
Stability Tests. See Section 5. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 .I 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 .l. Our proof is different from that given in [9], and it leads 
into the analysis for the higher-order problem. It is important to note that Theorem 1 .l refers to the 
integral equation ( 1.1) with constant free term and corresponds to the first-order differential equation 
(1.3). As such, the functions F(y) and G(y) given in (2.9) for the second-order case are 
F(y) = ycosy - abO siny (4.1) 
and 
G(y)=ysiny+(l -a+acosy)bo. (4.2) 
In this case, we focus on the zeros of F where in the subsequent results we focus on the zeros of G. 
We first note that if b. = 0, then all constants are solutions of the delay differential equation (1.3) 
and asymptotic stability fails. This also shows up in G having a double zero at 0. When b. # 0, the 
zeros of F are the solutions of 
V 
A = tany, 
abo 
(4.3) 
where we assume M. # 0. We rectify the case for a = 0 later. We also observe that from Theorem 2.2, 
F has precisely 4k + 1 zeros in -2k~ < Rey d 2krc for all sufficiently large k. When b. 2 l/a, it 
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is evident that for all k, F has only 4k - I zeros in [-2kn,2kn]. As such F has nonreal zeros 
and by Theorem 2.1, H has zeros not in the left half plane so that the zero solution of (1.1) is not 
asymptotically stable (see [l]). Now, following (2.6): 
D(Y) = G’(JPo) - G(Y)F’(Y) 
= y2 - a&( 1 - a&) + bo( 1 - cc)[y siny - (1 - a&) cosy]. (4.4) 
Thus, D(0) = -bo( 1 - a&,), and if 0 <b. < i then D(0) < 0. By Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 3.3, the zero 
solution is not an asymptotically stable solution of (1.3). Thus, we are left with the case b. <O. 
If y is a zero of F, then siny = (y cosy)/c& and so 
D(y) = [y2 - cxbo(l - abo)] 
[ 
l-C! 
1 + - cosy . a 1 (4.5) 
By Theorems 2.1-2.3, we need only determine when D P= 0 for all zeros of F. When b. < 0, D(0) > 0, 
and since D is even and the zeros of F are symmetric through 0, it suffices to only consider the 
positive zeros of F. It is easy to see that the positive zeros of F lie in the intervals (ix, rc) and 
(~Tc,~x) modulo 2x. For the zeros lying in (ire, 2x) modulo 27c, (4.5) implies that D(y) ~0. The 
positive zeros of F lying in (irr, rc) modulo 271. converge to in: in a decreasing fashion. For these 
zeros, the first factor in (4.5) is positive. Also, if i < CI < 1, the second factor is also positive im- 
plying asymptotic stability of the zero solution of (1.5). If 0 <a < i, we note that the monotone 
nature of the zeros shows that if the second factor is negative for some zero of F, then it is negative 
for the first one. We observe that the second factor is zero if y = cos-‘(-a/( 1 - CC)), is positive 
if x/a < y < cos-‘( -CC/( 1 - a)), and is negative if cos-‘( -a/( 1 - a)) < y < rr. The zero in (ire, n) 
produces positive values of D if 
> cos-‘(-a/( 1 - a)) 
abo 
(4.6) 
In case of (4.6), the zero of F in (ire, rc) is less than cos-‘( -a/( 1 - a)) leading to D(y) > 0. Finally, 
(4.6) is equivalent to b. > p(a) when 
_ a-ccl-‘(x/(1-a)) 
e(a) = 
{ 
( Ji3i > if O<CC<~, 
--oo if ;<cx<~. 
When CC = 0, the zeros of F are congruent to ire modulo 27r, and it is easy to see that D(y) >O if 
and only if D(irc) >O. This reduces 
b. = zao yields Theorem 1.3. 
5. Proofs of theorems in Section 3 
to b. > -fn which is consistent with that above. Observe that 
In this section we establish the results of Section 3. Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from the 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion (see [5]). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. With a = 0, (2.9) and (2.10) yield 
F(y) = y* cosy + b, (5.1) 
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and 
G(y) = y2 sin y + boy. (5.2) 
If b0 = 0 or b, = 0, then 0 is a multiple zero of G or F so that the zero solution of (1.1) is not 
asymptotically stable using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 (and in particular (2.7)). If bo # 0, then zeros of G 
are 0 and the solutions of the equation 
cscy = -2. 
bo 
If b. > 0, then for k sufficiently large and 0 <E < in (fixed) G has at most 4k zeros in [-2kn + E, 2k7c 
+ E]. By Theorem 2.3, G has 4k + 2 zeros in the strip -2kz + E < Rey d 2kn: + E for k sufficiently 
large. Hence, G has nonreal zeros and by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the zero solution of ( 1 .l) fails to 
be asymptotically stable. 
We now consider b. < 0. Let m. and y. be the solutions of the system cscyo = -(yo/mo), -cscyo 
cot y. = -l/m0 in (0,rc). Approximate solutions are y. z 1.98 and m. x -1.82. 
If b. < mo, then -l/b0 d -l/ m. and G has no zeros in (0,7c), or multiple zeros at yo. In the 
former case, G fails to have 4k + 2 zeros in [2kx + ~,2kn + E]. Either way, the zero solution of 
(1.1) is not asymptotically stable. Furthermore, using (2.7), (5.1) and (5.2), D(0) = blbo. In order 
that D(0) >O, we require that b, ~0. 
The only remaining cases for asymptotic stability of the zero solution of (1.1) are those where 
bl ~0 and m. < bo ~0. If mo <b. d -in, then F would have no zeros in (ix, rc) while G would 
have two zeros in (ire, rr). Interlacing of the zeros of F and G would then be violated and by 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the zero solution of (1.1) would fail to be asymptotically stable. 
Finally, we consider b, <0 and -$< b. ~0. At the zeros of G, 
D(y) = F(y)G’(y) = (y2 cosy + bl)(y siny + y2 cosy). (5.3) 
With -irt < b, < 0, the positive zeros of G are in (0, ire) and (ire, rc) modulo 2~. 
The sequence of zeros in (0, ire) modulo 27~ decreases to 0 modulo 2n and those in (;7c, n) modulo 
27r increase the TC modulo 27~. The zero yl of G in (irc,7c) can be seen to be greater than the solution 
of csc y = (2/n) y in ($r, rc) which is greater than in. It follows that D(yi ) > 0 and the monotonicity 
of the zeros of G in ($c, rc) modulo 27t produces D > 0. For the zeros of G in (0, irr) modulo 2rc, 
D has the same sign as the factor y* cos y + b, in (5.3). By the modular monotone convergence of 
the zeros of G in (0, ire) modulo 27c, y* cosy + bl is an increasing function of these zeros. As such, 
this factor becomes negative only if it is negative for the zero in (0, irt). Letting p be the solution 
of y* sin y + b. y = 0 in (0, in), we thus have that the zero solution of ( 1.1) is asymptotically stable 
if and only if -in: < b. ~0 and -p* cos p < bl ~0. The proof of Theorem, 3.2 is complete. 0 
Of course, Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. With b. = 0, (2.10) implies that 
G(y) = siny(y2 + ab,). (5.4) 
If a = 0 or b, = 0, then 0 is a multiple zero of G. If 0 <a < 1 and b, >O, then G has nonreal 
zeros. Suppose then that 0 <a < 1 and b, ~0. Then G has all real zeros *vq and n7~(n E 2). 
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If v?&, = y1rt for some n E Z, then nn: is a double zero of G. By Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the zero 
solution of (1.1) fails to be asymptotically stable in all of these cases. 
Now, suppose that 
nrr< J-orb,+ + l)rc, (5.5) 
where y1 3 0. From (2.7), 
D(y) = [(y* + ah,) cosy + (1 - c()bi][(y2 + c&)cosy + 2y siny] (5.6) 
when 
G(y) = 0. 
In particular, 
D( JY&) = 2( 1 - cx)bi J%& sin Jx. 
If CI = 1, then D( v’) = 0. If 0 <a < 1 and II is even, then by (5.5), sin v%&> 0. But since 
b, ~0, D(&&) ~0. For these cases the zero solution of (1 .l) is not asymptotically stable. Now, 
we assume that 0 <c( < 1 and n is odd. Then D(G) >O, and 
D(nrc) = [-(n2Tc2 + c&l) + (1 - a)b,][-(n27r2 + ab,)] 
and 
In 
as 
D((n + 1)Tc) = [(n + 1) 2Tc2 + clbl + (1 - a)b,][(n + 1)27r2 + ab,]. 
both cases, the second factor is positive. If 0 d k <n and k is even, then 
D(kz) = [(k2n2 + ctb, ) + (1 - a)b,][k2x2 + ab,] >O 
both factors are negative. If 0 <k <n and k is odd, then 
D(kx) = [-(k2n2 + ctb,) + (1 - a)bJ[-(k2n2 + ctb,)]. 
It can be seen that of D(kx) ~0, then D(nn) < 0. Similarly, D(kn) >O if k >n + 1 and k is odd, 
and for k >n + 1 and k even, D(kx) <O, then D((n + 1)x) < 0. As such we need only consider 
nrc and (n + 1)~. Specifically, the zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable if and only if 
-(n2rc2 + a&) + (1 - ab,)>O and (n + 1)*n2 + c&i + (1 - a)bi >O. The first of these inequalities 
implies a > 5, and for i <a < 1, both inequalities are equivalent to -(n+ 1 )*rc* < bl < -n2n2/(2a - 1). 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first assume that 0 < c( < $, and we consider several cases. The functions 
given in (3.1)-(3.3) play a significant role. In the case that b0 ~0 and bl >O, Fig. 4 depicts the 
functions o and {. Evidently, the function o - 5 (and hence G) has an even number of zeros 
in each interval (2nx,2(n + l)rc), for every integer n, no zeros in (2kq2kn: + E], and precisely 
one zero in (-2kq -2kx + E) for 0 <E < x and k sufficiently large. Let 2i,, . . . ,2ik denote the 
number of zeros of G in (0,2rc), . . . , (2(k- l)rc,2krc). Using the evenness of G, discarding the zero in 
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Fig. 4. 
(-2krt, -2kn: + E), and counting 0 as a zero of G, we see that G has 1 + 2 C ij + 2 C ij - 1 = 4 C ij 
zeros in the interval [-2krt + ~,2kn: + E]. But by Theorem 2.3, G has 4k + 2 zeros in the strip 
-2kn + E < Rey d 2k7c + E. As such, G has nonreal zeros and by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the zero 
solution of (1.1) is not asymptotically stable. 
Now, suppose that bo <O and br >O. If c& +bO d 0, then D(0) < 0, and we reach our conclusion. 
We now suppose that abi + b0 > 0. Then -abl/bo > 1, and thus l(y) > co(y) for y > 0 sufficiently 
small. It follows that G has an odd number of zeros in (0,2n), an even number of zeros in each 
of the intervals (2n, 4rc), . . . , (2(k - 2)x, 2k7c), precisely one zero in (2kx, 2kx + E), and no zeros in 
(-2kx, -2k + E). Again, 0 <E <7c and k is sufficiently large. See Fig. 5 for the graphs o and 5. 
Letting 1 + 2i,, 2i2,. . . , 2ik be the number of zeros of G in the intervals (0,2rc), . . . , (2(k - l)n,2kn), 
we see that in [-2kn+&, 2kn+&], G has 1+2( 1+2 C ii)+ 1=4( 1 +C ii) zeros in [-2kx+&, 2kn+&]. 
As above, we reach the appropriate conclusion. 
We assume now that b0 >O and br ~0. If abi + b0 > 0, then D(0) < 0. So we now assume that 
ab, + b0 ~0. Then -c&/b0 > 1, and as in the second case considered, 5 - o and (thus G) has an 
odd number of zeros in (0, n). Since o>O on (0, 7~) and 5 is decreasing on (0, cc), all zeros of 
< - o in (O,TC) are less than the zero of 5 in (0, co). See Fig. 6. 
This zero is given by 
C(Y)=-$( ) 
0 
y+$ =o, 
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or simply y = vq. Since c&/bt < 0 and cot y < 0 on (ix, rc), c(y) < 0 on (ix, rc). Thus, all zeros 
of 5 - o in (0, rc) (if they exist) must lie in (0, $c). If y E (0, ire) is a zero of 5 - co, then 
+y2coty+ Fy=(l -a)cscy+acoty 
I 
and 
-(l -a)cscy+?y= 
y2 + ab, 
b cot y. 
I 
(5.7) 
In (5.7), both terms on the left-hand side are negative. Since bi <O and cot y >O, y2 +abr ~0. As 
such y > v-. Hence, F fails to have a zero between two zeros of G (0 and the first positive zero 
of G). Since interlacing of the zeros of F and G fails, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield our conclusion. 
For o! = 5, the arguments are similar to those for 0 -C c( < i. We give the proof for bo > 0 and 
bl > 0 only to show the difference in the parity argument. Fig. 7 demonstrates 5 and o. Recalling 
that when CI = i, the odd multiplies of rc are zeros of G and observing that G has an odd number 
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of zeros in each interval ((2n - l)rc,2nn) for a positive integer, we obtain that for 0 <E < n: and 
k sufficiently large, the number of zeros of G in [-2kn: + E, 2kn + E) is congruent to 0 modulo 4 
which is inconsistent with G having 4k + 2 zeros in the strip -2kn + E < Rey 2 2kn + E. 
We now suppose that i c CI < 1. We first consider br ~0. If b0 >O, then each interval ((n - l)rc, 
nrr) contains an odd number of zeros of 5 - CL) (and hence of G), and we reach our conclu- 
sion using the parity argument above. If b0 ~0, the argument is similar to the corresponding 
case for 0 < LY -C i. Finally, when b0 > 0 and ab, + b0 < 0, interlacing fails just as in the case for 
o<a<;. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Since 5 is increasing, its graph meets only one of the branches of o in 
(0,~) or in (rc,2x) or meets neither. See Fig. 8. 
First, suppose that, 5 meets neither of these branches. For y > 0, 5 can then only meet the branches 
of w above the y-axis (since 5 is increasing). For y >O, 5” ~0. Also, 0” = cscy{cot* y + csc*y - 
a(coty-cscy)*}. For O<a< i and y E (2nrc,(2n+l)n), (TZ=O, 1,. . .), cd’ > $cscy(coty+cscy)* ~0. 
It follows then that w” - 5” > 0 on (2~275 (2n + 1 )rc) so that w = < can have at most two solutions in 
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Fig. 7. 
(2n7c, (2n+l)rt). Then in the interval [-2k~+s, 2kx+.s) it has at most 1+2(k- 1)+2(k- l)+ 1=4k-2 
zeros. It follows then from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that the zero solution of (1.1) is not asymptotically 
stable. 
Suppose the graph of r meets the graph of w in (rc, 27~). Note that F(rc) = -rc2 + (1 - 2a)bi < 0 
and so that the roots of F in (0,2x) are solutions of o = 5. Since t is increasing and c meets 
w in (rc,27c), the first of these roots must lie in (it, y*) where y* is the local maximum point 
of w in (rc, 27c), see Fig. 8. Note that rc < y* < ire. Since i > 0 on (rc, ire), F has no zeros in 
(rc, y*). In order that the zeros of F and G interlace, F must then have a zero in (0, rc). Since 
limy_O+ c(y) = 0 < 00 = limY_O+ w(y) and lim,,,- [(,v) = --00 < lim,,,- o(y) = co, [ - w has an 
even number of zeros in (0, rt), counting multiplicity. So F has a multiple zero in (0, n) or the zeros 
of F and G fail to interlace. Either way, the zero solution of (1.1) would fail to be asymptotically 
stable. 
The only case not covered is where C$ meets w in (0,rt). There are certainly at most two points of 
intersection. If repetition occurs, then G has a multiple root so that asymptotic stability of the zero 
solution of (1.1) fails. Finally, we have the zeros ~1, ~2,. . . . Since lim,,, t(y) = co, it follows that 
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lim,.+&2n+l - 2~) = 0, and [-2krt + E, 2kn + E) contains 4k + 2 zeros of G for k sufficiently 
large. Thus, Theorem 2.3 implies that all zeros of G are real. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Observe that 5 is increasing on (0,oo) and that vq is the unique zero 
of r in (0,oo). If v-2 rt, then 0 and 71: would be consecutive zeros of G. See Fig. 9. As in the 
proof of Theorem 3.6, [ = o has an even number of zeros in (0, rc), and again F has a double zero 
or interlacing of the zeros of F and G fails. Thus if the zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically 
stable, then 0 -C vq < x. Furthermore, the remainder of the necessary conditions in Theorem 3.7 
now follow as in the previous theorem. 0 
Lemma 3.8 is straightforward, and its proof is completely revealed by Fig. 10. 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. If b0 >O, b, ~0, and c&i + b0 ~0, then -c&/b0 > 1 so that limY_,,+ 
NY)-<(Y)=+ co. It follows that (0, rc) contain an even number of roots of 5 -IX and (WC, (n + 1 )rt) 
contain an odd number of roots. See Fig. 11. Furthermore, if the zero solution is asymptotically 
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stable then F must have all real and distinct zeros, and by Theorem 2.3 it is necessary and sufficient 
that F satisfies (1) or (2) in order to have all real and distinct zeros. 0 
Remark on the Proofs of Theorems 3.10-3.13. The assumptions of Theorems 3.10-3.13 yield that 
the function G has all real and distinct roots. For the zero solution of (1.1) to be asymptotically 
stable, we apply Theorem 2.2. What remains to show is that the zeros of F(y) and G(y) interlace. 
We observe from equations (2.9), (2.10) and (3.1)-(3.3) that 
KY) = bl sinANy> - KY)), (5.8) 
G(Y) = JOY sin_M(y) - t(y)), (5.9) 
when y is not an integer multiple of 7~. Since the zero of G are 0, fp,, fpz,. . . , and F is a 
continuous and even function, and F(O)= bl ~0, the zeros of F(y) and G(y) interlace if and only if 
(-l)‘F(pi)<O (5.10) 
for all i. 
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Note that Theorem 3.3 applied and F is used in “if” part of this statement. 
For a# i, (5.10) is equivalent to 
(-l>isinPi(S(Pi) - l(pi))>O 
for all i. 
(5.11) 
When a = i and i is even, pi is an odd multiple of n: and (5.10) clearly holds. As such for a = i, 
(5.10) is equivalent to 
(--lYsinPi(t(Pi) - i(P 
for all odd i. 
(5.12) 
To establish asymptotic stability of the zero solution of ( 1 . 1 ), we would need to determine infinitely 
many roots of 5 = o and check infinitely many conditions. We finally, give means to reduce these 
calculations and check for finitely many circumstances. We also note that for 0 <a < i two roots 
in (0, rc) imply the suitable zero configuration. For CY = i one root in (0,x) imply the suitable zero 
configuration. 
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Now we prove Theorems 3.1 O-3.13 using inequalities (5.11) and (5.12). 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. Since 0 < ct < i, b0 < 0, and br < 0, Theorem 3.6 yields sin pi > 0 for all i 
and therefore inequality (5.11) yields the result of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Since a = i, b0 < 0, and br -C 0, Theorem 3.7 yields sin pi > 0 and (- 1 )i < 0 
for all odd i, therefore, inequality (5.12) yields the result of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. Since i <IX < 1, b0 <O, and br ~0 Lemma 3.8 yields (-l)i sin pi ~0 for all 
i and therefore (5.11) yields the result of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Since i < c( < 1, bo ~0, br <O, and clbr + b0 ~0 Theorem 3.9 (1) yields 
(-l)‘sinpr<O, (-1)2sinp2>0 and (-l)‘sinp;>O for all i>3 and therefore, (5.11) becomes 
the result (i) of the theorem. From Theorem 3.9 (2) (- 1)’ sin pi > 0 for i cm, (- 1)” sin pm > 0, 
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(-,),+I sin pm+, CO, (-l)m+2 sin pm+2 > 0, (- 1 )i sin pi > 0 for i >, m + 3 and from (5.11), we obtain 
result (ii) of the theorem. 0 
Now, we prove Theorems 3.14-3.17. 
Proof of Theorem 3.14. One can obtain 
r,(y) = (YcotY - 1 I2 + Y2 - 1 + abo 
h bl 
(5.13) 
and so [ is a decreasing function on ((n - l)rt,nrc). Since 5 is increasing on (0, oc) and w is 
decreasing on each (nrc, (n + 1)x) and has period 27c, (n + 1 )x < pn+2 < p,, + 2rc. Since [ is decreasing 
on ((n + l)rc, (n + 2)7c) and 5 is increasing, it suffices to show that [(pn + 2rc) > &p, + 2rc) in 
order to conclude that [(pn+2) > 5(pn+2). Examining the inequality [(p, + 27~) > <( pn + 27~) and 
using [( pn) > 5( p,), it is easy to see that (3.4) is sufficient for c( p,, + 27~) > <( pn + 2~). Subsequent 
conclusion follow by induction. The condition pn <(n - 1 )rt + irt is needed to justify that (3.4) 
holds for P,,+~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.15. The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 3.14. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.16. The proof of the first part is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.14. For the 
second part, if pn > (n - 2)n: + trc, then cot pn < - 1 and thus 
i(p 
n 
) = _ Pn(Pn cot Pn - abo) 
b, 
< _ p,(-(n - 2)~ - abo) 
bl 
<O<l(Pn). 
The fact that for n even p,, converges to 2n7t in increasing fashion modulu 2n and the same argument 
provide the induction step to obtain the remaining conclusions. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.17. On each interval (n7c,(n + l)rc), one can see that w is decreasing and 
has one inflection point q for which IV” >O in (nrt, q) and w” <O on (q, (n + 1)~). Furthermore, 
co(q) = &( 1 - a). Now 5 is decreasing and c” >O in (0, co). Thus, if ((nrc) < - (1 - a), then all 
roots of 5 = w in (n7c,(y1 + 1)x) must occur in (q,(n + l)rc). Also, since 
< = o in (nrc,(n + 1)rt) is odd there can only be one such root. Finally, 
t(y) = -( 1 - a) is 
the number of roots of 
the positive solution of 
Y= 
(1 - a)bo + J( 1 - a)2b,2 - 4abl 
27t 
(5.14) 
and since 5 is decreasing in (0, KI), @nrt) < - (1 - cz). We compare c to the asymptote Z(y)= -y/ho 
for t(y). Conditions (3.6), and (3.7) imply that c < - l/b0 on (p+27~,(n+3)n), and condition (3.7) 
implies that [(p + 27~) < I( p + 2rc). But p + 27~ < p’, and it now follows that [(p’) < I( p’) < {(p’). 
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Table 1 
Solutions to Example 1 
k p[kl 
1 1.821204 
2 4.454 147 
4 10.729507 
5 14.371843 
6 17.004885 
8 23.280282 
9 26.92243 1 
10 29.555698 
12 35.831135 
13 39.472973 
15 45.748229 
19 58.298716 
23 70.849 177 
27 83.399619 
31 95.950052 
35 108.500482 
39 121.050918 
43 133.601368 
47 146.151840 
51 158.702341 
55 171.252880 
59 183.803464 
63 196.354100 
65 202.629440 
Also, if (3.6)-(3.8) hold for p, then also hold for p’, and thus the additional conclusions are 
valid. 0 
Examples. The stability tests developed in Section 3 provide a practical tool to examine the asymp- 
totic stability of the zero solution of Eq. (1.1). The algorithmic stability tests are practical imple- 
mentions of Theorems 3.10-3.13 which require only a finite number of steps to determine the zero 
stability of Eq. (1.1). In the following, we present two examples. In Example 1 we take a fixed CI, 
ao, al and r and use Algorithmic Stability Test 1. In Table 1 we present the values of p,, and the 
conclusion obtained from the algorithmic stability test above. In Example 2 we take different values 
of a, bo, and bi we use the Algorithmic Stability Tests I-IV. In Table 2 we present the parameters 
c(, bO, b,, and k the total number of steps done and the conclusions obtained (stable, unstable). Here 
stable means the zero solution is asymptotically stable while unstable means the zero solution is not 
asymptotically stable. 
Example 1. Let 
y(x) = $(O) - 0.8 J ‘( 10 000 + (x - s))y(s) ds - 0.2 J I( 10 000 - (X - s))v(s - 0.1) ds. 
0 0 
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Table 2 
Solutions to Example 2 
bo h CI k Conclusion 
187 
-0.01 
-1000 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-2 
-10 
-9 
-7 
-5 
-4 
-3.5 
-3.2 
-3.1 
-3.05 
-3 
-2 
-1 
-10 
-1000 
-2 
-1 
-0.8 
-0.8 
-0.8 
-4 
5 
-1 
-0.1 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-9 
-5 
-4 
-2 
-1.5 
-1.3 
-1.2 
-1 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-10 
-10 
1000 
-0.2 
-0.2 
-0.2 
-2 
-1 
_ 
0.001 -28 
0.6 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 
0.68 
0.67 
0.666 
0.65 
0.6 
0.55 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.2 
0.6 
0.8 
3 
36 
3 
3 
3 
3 
- 
- 
3 
81 
3 
- 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Unstable 
Stable 
The values of ~[k] for this example using Algorithmic stability Test I are given in Table 1 and 
the conclusion from the test is that the zero solution is asymptotically stable. 
Examples 2. We consider a set of Eqs. (1.1). From Eq. (2.5) we obtain a0 = ho/z, al = b,/T*. 
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In Table 2 we present the results of the automatic stability tests of Eq. (1.1) for certain values of 
the parameters bO, bi, and LY we also include the number of steps k for the stable case. 
The results of this paper reveal interesting phenomena in delay integral equations or delay dif- 
ferential equations. In general one expects the region of stability to become smaller as the delay 
is more heavily emphasized. This is indeed the case for the differential equation when bi = 0 as 
Theorem 3.3 and Fig. 2 reveals this. Specifically as CI decreases from l(nondelay) to 0 (pure delay) 
the stability set narrows after @ = i. Generally, this holds when b, # 0 as numerical experiments 
suggest; however, we did recognize the reverse happening. Specifically for some CI between i and 1 
and for some choices of b0 > 0 and bi <O asymptotic stability holds, as noted in Theorem 3.1. The 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion shows that for the nondelay case asymptotic stability holds only if b,, < 0 
and b, ~0. Algorithm Stability Test IV provides a practical way to determine when solutions of Eq. 
(1.1) are asymptotically stable, and indeed we used this algorithm to determine that stability can 
occur in some cases when b0 positive. Table 2 also shows some interesting effects of each parameter 
on the stability of the solution. 
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